
The goal of this assignment is for you to learn how to use Python to visualize gravitational forces acting on 

point masses. 

 

Task 1: Analyze a two mass system 

First type in the code shown on page 2. 

The output of this code should look like the one shown 

at right.  Scroll down to ensure you saw the output of 

the print statements as well! 

 

Things to try/notice: 

• Without changing the positions, increase or decrease both masses by powers of ten.  Notice you must 

modify the scale factor to keep arrows visible. 

• THINK: if you cut the distance between the masses in half, how should the force arrow change?  Compare  

simple case with mass 1 at (-10, 0, 0) and mass 2 at (+10, 0, 0).  Then cut the distance in half and verify the 

arrow behaves as expected. 

• What happens if you place mass 1 at (-1, 0, 0) and mass 2 at (+1, 0, 0)? 

• By this point you might be realizing how tedious it can be to rescale the arrows all the time.  One thing that 

can help is to also add in a saturation level.  The idea is this: any time the force arrow axis is larger than the 

saturation level, the code will limit the length of the force arrow to the saturation level.  A code fragment 

handling this is shown below.  Notice I did NOT initially define the arrow axis.  Ask me why if you care.  

Better yet, see what happens if you don’t do this the way I did it. 

F_1on2_arrow = arrow(pos = rock2.pos, color = rock1.color) 

 

sat_lev = 10 

if mag(scale_factor*F_1on2) > sat_lev: 

       F_1on2_arrow.axis = sat_lev*hat(F_1on2) 

else: 

       F_1on2_arrow.axis = scale_factor*F_1on2 

 

Task 2: Save a new copy & modify the code to include another point mass. 

Draw the NET force vector on EACH point mass. 

Hint: use Newton’s third law to reduce computations. 

Also compute the total gravitational potential energy of your THREE mass system. 

Remember, the total GPE is the sum the potential energy from each PAIR of point masses. 

To verify you are correct, try workbook problems 13.5 and 13.21.  



Starter code for Task 1 

GlowScript 2.7 VPython 

from visual import * 

 

#draw a set of coordinate axes  

line_x=cylinder(pos=vec(-10, 0, 0), axis=vec(20, 0, 0), radius=0.05) 

line_y=cylinder(pos=vec(0, -10, 0), axis=vec(0, 20, 0), radius=0.05) 

line_z=cylinder(pos=vec(0, 0, -10), axis=vec(0, 0, 20), radius=0.05) 

 

G = 6.67e-11            #Universal Gravitation constant 

scale_factor = 0.5      #used to scale force arrows (to make arrows visible) 

 

rock1 = sphere(color = color.orange, radius = 0.8) 

rock2 = sphere(color = color.cyan, radius = 0.4) 

 

rock1.pos = vec(-6, 2, 0) 

rock2.pos = vec(5, 0, 0) 

 

rock1.m = 8e6             #defines mass as an attribute of rock1 

rock2.m = 2e6             #defines mass as an attribute of rock2 

 

#r_1to2 goes from 1 towards 2 (center to center) 

r_1to2 = rock2.pos - rock1.pos 

 

#Compute the force 

#F_1on2 points in the negative r_1to2 hat 

#in pracitce it is easier to code r-vector/r^3 than r-hat/r^2 

F_1on2 = G*rock1.m*rock2.m*(-r_1to2)/(mag(r_1to2)**3) 

 

#when drawing forces ON 2, the tails of the force arrows should be ON 2 

F_1on2_arrow = arrow(pos = rock2.pos,  

                     axis = scale_factor*F_1on2, 

                     color = rock1.color) 

 

#Compute the potential energy 

U_12 = -G*rock1.m*rock2.m/mag(r_1to2) 

 

print('The gravitational FORCE is '+F_1on2+' N.') 

print('The MAGNITUDE of gravitational force ON 2 is '+mag(F_1on2)+' N.') 

print('The gravitational potential energy is '+U_12+' J.') 

 

  



Task 3: Animate the motion of a single point mass. 

Use the code on the next page to animate the motion of a single 

point mass.  The output of this code should look like the figure at 

right. 

 

Things to try/notice: 

• You might have noticed the arrow gets bigger…and bigger…then everything disappears.  WHY?  Hint: 

consider commenting out the arrow temporarily and re-running the code.  Notice, at some point, rock2 is 

inside rock1.  What should this do to the force computation? 

• Modify the while loop to stop when rock2 impacts rock 1.  Hint: if the center-to-center distance between 

the rocks is less than the sum of their radii, the rocks should have experienced impact. 

• We see the arrow gets huge as rock2 approaches rock1.  Put in a saturation level to keep the size of the 

arrow manageable. 

• THINK: Is this a constant acceleration problem?  To analyze this, plot �� vs � for rock2.   

THINK: if acceleration is constant, what should the plot look like? 

 

Task 4: Make a copy of your code then animate the motion of 

the other point mass. 

At this point, I would stop showing the force arrow. 

I used masses �� = 8 × 10�	kg & �� = 2 × 10�	kg. 

With such large masses I chose to crank up the sim speed to 500 

and I ran the sim until t = 10000 while keeping dt at 0.1. 

Include trails on each ball (I chose an interval of 2000). 

Things to try/notice: 

• How should the masses move if you use �� = 8 × 10��	kg & �� = 2 × 10�	kg?  Note: you will probably 

want to adjust the sim speed & the trail intervals.  Tip: if you are a CS major, you might consider making 

sliders for the masses & the sim speed.  For the rest of us, might take more time than it is worth.  Search the 

help file for widgets if you are into this.   

• Use �� = 8 × 10��	kg & �� = 2 × 10�	kg and set the initial positions of the �� & �� to the origin and 

(5, 0, 0) respectively.  Set the initial momentum of �� to (0, 120, 0).  Run the code. 

• Do a force problem for a circular orbit (see workbook problem 13.3 part b).  Determine the appropriate 

speed for a circular orbit.  Use this speed to determine the correct initial parameter for a circular orbit.  

Remember, in the code we are using momentum (instead of velocity). 

• With initial speeds just below the circular speed we saw an elliptical orbit with the major axis along the x-

axis.  TAKE A GUESS: for speeds just above the circular orbit speed, will the major axis of the elliptical 

orbit be vertical or horizontal?  Run the code with the initial momentum of �� at (0, 250, 0).  Was your 

guess correct? 

• Try setting the initial momentum of �� to (0, 150, 30).  Run the code. 

• Look at workbook problem 13.9.  What if you set the initial position of rock2 to just above the surface of 

rock1?  Note: use rock2.pos = vec(1.01*(rock2.radius+rock1.radius), 0, 0).   

What is the largest possible initial velocity, all in the �-direction, for which the rock is able to return to 

rock2?  This is the escape velocity! 

 

Task 5: Go back to your code from Task 3 and make another copy.  Add a third mass and make a simulation 

of workbook problem 13.14. 

 

Task 6: Challenge.  In theory, you could use energy instead of force to update momentum for a particle 

moving in 1D.  Try making a simple two mass code with a large mass fixed and small mass moving. 



Starter code for Task 3 

GlowScript 2.7 VPython 

from visual import * 

 

G = 6.67e-11            #Universal Gravitation constant 

scale_factor = 0.5      #used to scale force arrows (to make arrows visible) 

 

rock1 = sphere(color = color.orange, radius = 0.8) 

rock2 = sphere(color = color.cyan,  

               radius = 0.4, 

               make_trail = True, 

               trail_type = "points", 

               interval = 20, 

               retain = 500) 

 

rock1.pos = vec(-6, 2, 0) 

rock2.pos = vec(5, 0, 0) 

rock1.m = 8e10             #defines mass as an attribute of rock1 

rock2.m = 2e2             #defines mass as an attribute of rock2 

rock2.p = vec(0, 0, 0)    #defines momentum as an attribute of rock2 

 

#r_1to2 goes from 1 towards 2 (center to center) 

r_1to2 = rock2.pos - rock1.pos 

 

#compute initial force ON 2 

F_1on2 = G*rock1.m*rock2.m*(-r_1to2)/(mag(r_1to2)**3) 

 

#draw initial force arrow ON 2 

F_1on2_arrow = arrow(pos = rock2.pos,  

                     axis = scale_factor*F_1on2, 

                     color = rock1.color) 

 

#initialize loop parameters 

t = 0 

dt = 0.1 

sim_speed = 2 

 

while t < 1000: 

    rate(sim_speed/dt) 

    r_1to2 = rock2.pos - rock1.pos  #update center-to-center vector 

    F_1on2 = G*rock1.m*rock2.m*(-r_1to2)/(mag(r_1to2)**3) #update force ON 2 

 

    rock2.p += F_1on2*dt    #update momentum for rock2 

    rock2.pos += rock2.p/rock2.m*dt   #update position for rock2 

         

    F_1on2_arrow.axis = scale_factor*F_1on2  #update force arrow axis 

    F_1on2_arrow.pos = rock2.pos    #update force arrow position 

     

    t += dt       #increment time 


